The current highly competitive environment has driven industries to operate with increasingly restricted profit margins. Thus, it is imperative to optimize production processes. Faced with this scenario, multivariable predictive control of processes has been presented as a powerful alternative to achieve these goals. Moreover, the rationale for implementation of advanced control and subsequent analysis of its post-match performance also focus on the benefits that this tool brings to the plant. It is therefore essential to establish a methodology for analysis, based on clear and measurable criteria. Currently, there are different methodologies available in the market to assist with such analysis. These tools can have a quantitative or qualitative focus. The aim of this study is to evaluate three of the best current main performance assessment technologies: Minimum Variance Control-Harris Index; Statistical Process Control (Cp and Cpk); and the Qin and Yu Index. These indexes were studied for an alumina plant controlled by three MPC (model predictive control) algorithms (GPC (generalized predictive control), RMPCT (robust multivariable predictive control technology) and ESSMPC (extended state space model predictive controller)) with different results.
Introduction
 MPC (model predictive control) is defined as the family of controllers for which there is a direct use of an explicit and separately identifiable model. The model provides predictions of the process response in targeted or constrained CVs (control variables) to future changes in the manipulative variables (MVs, regulatory controllers) and to measured and predicted process disturbances (DVs) [1] . In practice, MPC is characterized by its ability to handle constraints in both manipulated and controlled variables. MPC techniques provide the only methodology to handle constraints in a systematic way during the design and implementation of the controller. Moreover, in its most general form, MPC is not restricted in terms of the model, the objective function and/or constraint functionality. Thus, an explicit mathematical model of a process can be used directly to control a process closer to its optimal or desired conditions. These are the primary reasons for the success of these techniques in numerous applications in chemical process industries. While several extension projects have gradually increased the plant size and complexity, the resulting regularity, variability reduction and challenges for throughput increase are met via MPC implementation. Moreover, pushing the capacity limits requires a control tool such as MPC, which will better handle the varying set of active constraints.
GPC (Generalized Predictive Control) Controller
The GPC (generalized predictive control) algorithm is a long-range predictive controller using the input-output internal model from Eq. (1) to have knowledge of the process in question [2] . 1
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The scope of the GPC control law is to keep the future output of the process as near as possible to the reference trajectory so that the integral of the quadratic error is minimized.
RMPCT (Robust Multivariable Predictive Control Technology) Controller
RMPCT is a range control algorithm with a finite horizon that implements smoother control actions to achieve its objectives. Instead of specific trajectories, the controller works in ranges, bringing more degrees of freedom for the resolution of the optimization problem. Thus, in this controller's algorithm, optimization with restrictions is achieved, dividing the controller into two parts: the first part is a steady state quadratic programming algorithm, which is used to solve the restricted optimization problem. This solution, in the form of targets, is then used by the linear control law to generate a set of movements on the manipulated variables so that the system can be dynamically handled. The H 2 control problem can be described as [3] :
Subjected to
where, S is the system matrix, such that the outputs prediction is given by y = S∆u, with u being the process inputs. Actually the concept involves a maximum singular value, Frobenius norm and H 2 norm. The vector 2-norm of control moves and Frobenius norm of the controller are related in the minimization task.
ESSMPC Controller
ESSMPC stands for extended state space model predictive controller [4] . In said controller, there are two time horizons: one for future outputs predictions (prediction horizon) and another horizon for the past (identification horizon). The horizon for the past defines a sequence of past inputs and outputs, and this sequence is used to reconstruct the present state of the process by applying a subspace-based algorithm [5] . Due to the observability, there is a minimum identification horizon that is necessary to reconstruct the present plant state:
The control law is given by ∆ ∆ (4) The optimization problem is given by min (5)
Performance Evaluation Techniques

Minimum Variance-Harris Index
The utilization of a minimum variance controller as the reference to evaluate single loop controllers was proposed in [6] . This reference is estimated based on closed loop data. After this work, it was proposed the use of a performance index, which is the ratio between the best achievable variance and the current variance of a certain output. In the expression that defines the controller outputs, there is one more term, whose variance is different than zero, as in the next equation [7] : (6) Defining
where, soc is the term for suboptimal control and mvc is the term for the minimum variance control. Then, the CPI (controller performance index) is calculated by the following Eq. (9):
It was proposed a method for the minimum variance controller of MIMO (multiple input-multiple output) systems using the FCOR (filter and correlation) algorithm, which calculates the performance index based on the optimum covariance ( mv  ) and the real process variance matrix ( y  ) [8] . In this case, the performance index is calculated by
Statistical Process Control
The usual statistical process control index is the Capability Index, defined on the tolerance interval centered by the process mean. The process capability usually is assumed to be six times the calculated standard deviation, so the capability index is given by the Eq. (11): (11) where, LSL: lower specification limit USL: upper specification limit σ: standard deviation
Qin and Yu Index
A data-based covariance benchmark for control performance monitoring was proposed in [9] . It is defined as a period of reference data of a user-specified benchmark, generally a period of ''golden'' operation data from the process with satisfactory control performance, usually after a satisfactory controller tuning or updating. Considering the benchmark period to be 1 and the monitored period 2, the direction along which there is the largest variance ratio of the monitored period versus the benchmark period is attained as: (12) where, cov(y 1 ) and cov(y 2 ) denote the covariance matrices of the benchmark period 1 and the monitored period 2, respectively.
To assess the overall control performance of a process in the monitored period versus the benchmark period, the authors defined the performance index as follows:
Case Study: Alumina Plant
Process Description
An alumina refinery ( Fig. 1) , is designed to extract alumina from bauxite [10] . Four tons of bauxite yield approximately two tons of alumina, which yield approximately one ton of aluminum. The digesters mix the heated spent liquor and bauxite slurry to reach a target digestion temperature. They then maintain that temperature for a period of time sufficient to dissolve the alumina from the bauxite and to reduce the silica dissolved by the desilication reaction to a tolerable level. Table 1 summarizes the controlled, manipulated and disturbance variables relevant for the present application. The DBO (digeston blow-off) ratio is the digester blow-off ratio, the main parameter to determine digestion yield. Fig. 2 shows an example of the CVs' and MVs' behavior before MPC implementation. Table 2 summarizes the plant performances of this traditional control of the plant.
Plant Performance before MPC Implementation
To calculate the performance indexes for the real process data (Table 2 ), a set of 7,000 samples was extracted from the plant historian system operation. After that, the models for RMPCT were identified with an independent set of data, and the plant was simulated with the existing conventional control system in MATLAB (matrix laboratory)/simulink using the inputs exactly as they were in the plant, aiming to obtain similar output responses. The response of the main controlled variable (DBO ratio) is shown in Fig.   3 with this simulated data for the conventional control system. Other control outputs have best fits between real and simulated data than the Fig. 3 . New indexes values were calculated for simulated outputs, and the results are summarized in Table 3 for comparison with Table 4 summarizes the models identified for RMPCT.
Plant Models for GPC and ESSMPC (Extended State Space Model Predictive Controller)
Plant models are obtained by plant data identification and can be summarized in Tables 5 and 6 .
Results
Although the implementation and simulation of all of the GPC, RMPCT and ESSMPC control systems were conducted, for the sake of conciseness, only the outputs of the ESSMPC controller are shown in Fig. 4 , with the main parameters Identification Horizon = 30, Control Horizon = 30, Weights (for all) MVs = 1, and Weights (for all) CVs = 1. One can compare Fig. 6 with Fig. 2 .
After the initial results, the controller weights for the main output DBO ratio, that is, CV 1 , were changed for each one of the 3 controller algorithms to simulate the controller's and indexes' reactions to these changes. The weight changes for CV 1 are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
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Evaluating the results, some observations could be made. Clearly, when the optimization weight increases, the performance for all evaluated algorithms degrades. Nevertheless, the GPC controller performance deteriorates faster than the RMPCT and ESSMPC performances. RMPCT and ESSMPC presented significantly similar performances. The Harris index and Cp presented similar responses.
Conclusions
The observations of the results drove important conclusions with respect to the controllers' behavior and to the controller performance indexes. Clearly, the identified model has high impact on the performance index. However, under practical implementation concerns, the identified model is a part of the integral method of the controller. Here, the different identifications were performed with the best practice for the statistical view, and it will be described in another paper.
RMPCT and ESSMPC presented a higher robustness of their algorithms than the GPC algorithm, and because of that, these algorithms presented better behavior than GPC.
Cpk can be used as a good indicator of whether the controller is pushing the process to its constraints. The closer to the constraints it is, i.e., to USL and/or LSL, the more optimized the process is. Thus, the low Cpk can support the comparison between the variable averages and the controller objectives, providing useful information about the degree of process optimization.
Thus, the Cp and Cpk indexes should be evaluated together and not separately. This is because the Cp will show if the process is controllable, and the Cpk will tell whether the process is optimized.
The fact that the Harris index presented similarity with the statistical indexes is an important finding because the CPI assesses the multivariable system and other indices evaluate the system individually, controlled variable by controlled variable. However, a difference between the multivariable index and the univariate index would be expected to some extent.
The robustness presented by the RMPCT algorithm drives it to be less damaged when there are gain mismatches. This robustness is due to the fact that the controller is designed so that it always returns a stable solution.
